Extract from “Open Space Network Study 2001”
http://www.geelongaustralia.com.au/leisure/planprojects/documents/item/8ce6e717098d966.aspx

In conducting the Open Space Network Study 2001, a classification system was devised with eleven categories created. This classification recognises that open space is a major community resource that needs careful planning and management for maximum benefits. It is also recognised that all categories contribute to the overall amenity and environmental values of the city.

Linear and Linkage (LL) 
Linear and linkage open space consists of cycle and pedestrian paths, off and on road cycling reservations, unused road reservations, service easements, and relevant sections of other open space categories which provide local, sub-regional and/or regional linear reserves, routes and links. These are predominantly for human use but may also be wildlife corridors. Some habitat linear links may cross private land (eg. along creek alignments). 

Sport (S) 
Sports open spaces are sites predominantly used for active, competitive recreation. They may also contribute to passive recreation and environmental values of the area. They include sports grounds for a wide range of team and individual competitions, golf courses, tennis courts, race tracks, outdoor courts, rowing courses, equestrian courses, outdoor pools, rifle ranges, lawn bowls and outdoor sports facilities at schools. 
Sports open spaces can have a range of other recreation facilities and support amenities associated with them including halls and sports stadia, clubrooms, management buildings, toilet/change facilities, carparks, playgrounds, BBQs, and informal gardens. Some areas designated as sports provide an open space function although they are on private land (eg. private golf courses). 

Informal Parks (IP) 
Informal Parks are sites which have been developed to meet a range of non-competitive recreational pursuits in a predominantly informal setting. In addition to providing passive recreation opportunities, informal parks also make a significant contribution to the amenity and environmental values of the city. 
Informal Parks include playgrounds and vantage points which support activities such as walking, cycling, rollerblading, BMX, horse riding, exercising dogs, children’s and adult play, picnicking, sightseeing, locations for social and cultural events as well as artistic activities and relaxing. 
Indoor recreation facilities and support amenities such as halls, tourism destinations, clubs, toilets etc may be provided in association with the outdoor uses. 

Landscape and Amenity (LA) 
Landscape and Amenity Open Spaces are defined as sites which have landscape and amenity features and/or components, which require reservation and protection ahead of use for other purposes. 
Landscape and Amenity Open Spaces include buffer areas between differing land use zones, small garden and tree plantings in retail areas, rural fringe areas protected to provide scenic views and ridge lines which provide a backdrop to urban land uses. 

Conservation, Habitat and Heritage (CH) 
Conservation, Habitat and Heritage Open Spaces are defined as natural and cultural heritage places which have features and/or components which are of local, sub-regional or regional significance and which warrant protection ahead of their use for other purposes. Conservation, Habitat and Heritage Open Spaces include areas of natural vegetation, botanic gardens and sites which record Aboriginal and European settlement and use of the land. 

Waterway and Lake (WL) 
Waterway and Lake open spaces are creeks, rivers and lakes and the land areas associated with them (eg. floodplains) which warrant protection ahead of their use for other purposes. Waterway and Lake open spaces serve a wide range of purposes including recreational use, transport, water system management, habitat protection and amenity. 

Foreshore, Beach and Ocean (FB) 
Foreshore, Beach and Ocean open spaces consist of bays, straits and oceans and their associated inter-tidal areas. Foreshore, Beach and Ocean open spaces serve a wide range of purposes including recreation activity, transport, coastal protection, aquaculture, habitat protection and amenity. 

Utilities and Services (US) 
Utilities and Services Open Spaces are reserves established to accommodate a range of essential urban and rural services. These include flood management, water catchments, forest harvesting, fire surveillance and control, road development, utilities easements (power, water, gas), sand extraction and other mining activities, airports and noise impact zones. 

Possible Future Use (PF) 
Future Use Open Spaces are developed or undeveloped sites that have been or are to be reserved to ensure adequate future provision of each of the other Open Space categories in response to changing demographics and leisure needs. The future designation of these sites for recreation purposes will be subject to investigation into issues of biodiversity, archaeology, aboriginal and post European contact heritage, soil stability and potential contamination.

Undeveloped 
Undeveloped open spaces are sites that have not been allocated for use for one or more of the other open space categories. The future designation of these sites will be subject to investigation into issues of biodiversity, archaeology, aboriginal and post European contact heritage, soil stability, potential contamination and recreational needs. 

Crown Land (CL) 
Areas of other undesignated Crown Land have also been included in the inventory for the role they potentially play in contributing to the overall open space network. (This does not preclude the other categories of open space from containing Crown Land elements). 
It is noted that in applying this classification to open space in the City of Greater Geelong, the primary use of a site has been used as the basis for the category to which it is allocated. In practice, some sites serve a number of functions and as such, it is possible for a site which has been classified as Waterway and Lake to also play a role as a Linear and Linkage site or for a Linear and Linkage or Informal Park site to also have a Landscape and Amenity role. While this approach most probably under-states the provision of some types of open space, it serves to highlight the variations in terms of the

